Mask of the revenant quest

Continue

I see a lot of confusion on the Revenant mini quest so im posting this to help anyone that confused step 0: complete the war as part of the quest step 1: be lvl 2 standing with quillsstep 2: get a mask lost one of Nakak (little kid who sells masks) Step 3: equip maskstep 4: wait until the night step 5: You may need to go to the rock in the
middle of GARA TO LAKE where you turn into relics from iedolonsstep 6: go to the operator and find the creepy glowing in the search area (you can only see the hand as an operator)Step 7: tap handstep 8: get the drawings of the bounty (this can be done anytime you want)Step 9: craft partsstep 10: after the pieces are completed to
return to the plains at night 111 : find another search area on the north side of GARA TOHT LAKEstep 12: there must be another creepy hand next to Waterstep 13: touchy touchystep 14: another search area should appear on northstep 15: Find it and touchy touchy spooky handstep 16: kill the ghost thingy (he does a shit ton of damage)
pitch 17: get a frame of BPstep 18 : ProfitSome hints: The mask should always be worn during the quest. Hands can only be seen when you are in operator mode. You can edit your operator style in cetus by switching to the operator and then go to the operator's zgt; the pause menu. A ghost can be killed by a conventional weapon.
Building a frame is not part of the quest, but building parts of it is part of the quest. Page 2 75 comments I already bought a mask and all, and when I went to touch the first thingy girl said to talk to Konzu and he did not mention the next place and help on what to do now? EDIT: Now that I'm looking at my active quest he says the
retribution mask is active and I need to work out one of its components without blue print, and also it kinda turned the day mid mission when I touched the thingy I'm breaking it now? Transcript for Observer rank with quills Revenant plan Unum chooses Nakak to get a strange mask. A mask that leads to even more bizarre visions. What
lost story does Unum want to tell? The Revenant quest description mask is an optional quest that revolves around a decorative mask for the Operator. Musk tells the story of a military frame left behind to prevent the return of The Intelligent Eidlon, and upon completion: rewards the plan for the military frame Of Revenant. The contents of
the show WalkthroughEdit quest can be initiated from cetus supplier Nakaka as soon as the players have reached the Observer (second rank) with the Kwils, and spoke to her with the request Mask?. She will tell the player that she received a strange mask from Oncco called Mask of the Lost and will sell it for 1 Cetus Wisp. The new
threat loomsEdit Player must equip the Mask lost on their operator (like a hood on the gear suit) and head to the plains of Eidolon at night. They should then follow the marked white southwest of Lake Gara Tocht. Detection of a large large Eidolon silhouette, which disappears into the ground, the player must look around the shoreline in
operator mode for a small spot of energy with his hand reaching out, reaching out of it and interacting with it. Nakak will then receive a vision from Unum, explaining that the lake is where Gara felled the Sentinel, and the warden was placed to prevent the ambassador from grinding until the warden was lost. Nakak asks the player to
recover the lost, mentioning that Grinir found the relics, and offers to talk to Konza. The player must now initiate the Bounty until he finds and builds any part of the Revenant military frame. If a player already has one component of the Revenant military frame or has purchased a pre-built Revenant on the Market, Nakak will tell the player
to continue working. Terror Long ForgottenEd Player again must return to the plains of Eidlon at night. The white dot of the path directs the player to the northeast side of Lake Gara Tocht, where a ghost appears and the player must interact with another small spot of energy. Nakak sees a different vision from Unum, saying that the
warden continued to strike At Sentient until he briefly hesitated at one point. To continue, the player must return to the Bounties to find and build the second part of Warframe Revenant. Lost OneEdit The ultimate spot of intelligent energy is on the river between Lake Gara Tocht and Renti Spring, and is again visible only at night. Nakak
gets one final vision where the lost foolishly reached out to Eidolo, allowing him to get out and use him as an anchor to pull himself up, forcing Warframe to rush into the lake to seal Eidolon. Just as Nakak finishes the tale, the Ghost of The Revenant appears and begins to attack with his Fantasma. Nakak tells the player to defeat the
ghost that serves as a mask for Eidolon. Defeating the Revenant Specter will provide a blueprint for the Warframe Revenant. After the construction of the Revenant, Warframe is now imbued with the powers of Eidolon, Nakak warns Tenno that she dreamed of a new Eidolon emerging and they will need this warframe power to deal with
the new threat. TipsEdit TriviaEdit Prior to the 23.10 update, this quest was not listed in the Codex. Fly (मुख) is Sanskrit for the person as quite appropriate due to the fact that Nakak's cousin, and ironic as he is mentioned only through dialogue. The spectral silhouette of Eidolon and the fragments acquired in the mission depict Ropalolyst,
which before its inclusion in the 25.0 update was originally designed to be Eidolon, as indicated in the Devstream 100. Although Nakak claims that the Retribution force will be needed to fight him, Warframe has nothing to do with fighting the Ropalolithist. MediaEdit patch HistoryEdit Hotfix 27.2.2 Fixed a lot of innocuous crash scenarios
when you leave the game with the mask Of Revenant quest active. Update 25.4 Fixed Revenant Ghost Not Spawning Reliably During Revenant's Mask quest if Doesn't have an active quest. An update to the 23.10 Revenant quest mask has been added to the Codex. Hotfix 23.6.1 Fixed is unable to start the Revenant miniquest
immediately after reaching rank 2 with the quills without leaving Cetus and returning. A fixed player who used the Shrine context action without receiving a Fragment while in the squad. The fixed-piece context remains visible after use. Update 23.6 If you have a Revenant building in your foundry, the final stage of the Mask Lost One quest
will now progress, instead of requiring you to claim a completed Warframe. Fixed the case of receiving the Revenant drawing without receiving the final snippet. 23.5 Last updated: Hotfix 23.6.1 Revenant's Revenant Revenant Revenant Is a non-binding Warframe quest on the issue of decorative mask for the operator. The mask story is
about a tale of Warframe left to prevent the return of Sentient Eidolon (enemies of Orokin during the Old War). Once the quest is completed, the reward is the plan for Warframe Revenant. As you start the Mask Revenant Requirements quest To start the quest you need to have an observer rank with quiels (Second Rank) Complete the
War Inside quest to be able to use the operator Once you have reached the second rank with the quills (Observer) go to Cetus and talk to Nakak. Nakak is a young mask seller located on the left side of the Cetus market, right in front of the gate on the Plains of Eidolon or you can use the Fast Journey from the menu. You have to see a
little X marker above your head for a quest that will be available. To initiate the quest, talk to Nakak and select the Mask? dialogue. She will say that she received from Onkko a strange mask called Mask of the Lost and will sell it for one Cetus Wisp. Buy a mask and get ready for the mission. New Threat Looms How to Equip a Retribution
Mask? You have to wear a mask and go to the plains of Eidolon at night. To equip the mask switch to the Operator: Equipment- 'gt; Operator-'gt; Appearance, and then under the hood select the Mask lost. On the plains at night follow the marked white point of the path on the southwest side of Lake Gara Tocht. Tip to find the mask of
revenge places If you don't see the white circle on the mini-map, click the M label to show the level map and view the white path. You should see the large spectral silhouette of Eidolon that disappears into the ground and near the shoreline you will find a small piece of energy that you need to touch. Touching the energy fragment will open
up the New Threat of Looms. Pump will have a vision and will start to see things. She will say that the lake where Gara defeated Sentient and its essence felt in the ground, caught in some unearthly between the urge to go out on the moon to grow. The warden (military frame) was then placed to prevent Sentient from returning until he
was lost, and now Nakak asks Tenno to help restore it. have to go back to the talk to Konzu and ask the Bounties to find and build parts for the Revenant warframe. In the event that a player has at least one warframe Revenant component, or purchased a pre-built Revenant from the market, Nakak will tell the player to proceed. Additional
basic drawings can also be bought from Cephalon Simaris for 100,000 standing. Terror has long forgotten to continue the search, to return to the plains of Eidolon at night. Follow to where the white dot of the path directs to find another small spot of energy. Pump will have a different vision from Unum (a living consciousness dwelling in
the Orikin Tower, which is a quila of worship and reverence), mentioning the warden and the Reasonable Battle. You need to go back to Konzu and do some rewards for getting another piece for the Revenant warframe. Lost One Back in the Plains at night you will need to find 3'rd and the final Intelligent Energy Fragment between Gara
Tocht Lake and Renty Spring. Search the area for a piece of energy like this should be near the lake. He will try to escape and you will see in the water the Revenant (lost) drowning, trying to pull himself reaching out to Eidolon. Nakak will say that this is not some captured spirit of Warframe, but he becomes the mask of Eidlon, and we
can not allow him to restore himself, Tenno must destroy it. As Nakak finishes the tale, the Revenant Specter (mask for Eidolon) equipped with a Fantasma shotgun will appear and start attacking Tenno. Victory over the ghost awards in the Project Revenant Warframe. The Retribution Awards you need to do these awards to get the parts
for The Revenant Warframe. Search and rescue An Ostron went missing on the plains. Find them and bring them home. Levels 20-40 mission where you can get a Revenant Systems plan from 8.42 to 20.51 chances of falling. This Bountie also gara neuroptists plan to reward the pool. Spy Catcher There's Grineer Spy in Cetus. Put
pressure on Grinir and kick out the spy. Levels are 30-50 missions where you can get a Revenant chassis plan from 8.51 to 19.05 drop odds. The capture of Grineer commander high-ranking Grinir landed on the plains. Bring them to Lotus. Levels are 40-60 mission where you can get a Revenant Neuroptys plan from 6.76 to 10.20 drop
odds. Chances. mask of the revenant quest steps. mask of the revenant quest not working. mask of the revenant quest bug. how to do the mask of the revenant quest. warframe mask of the revenant quest bug
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